Dear Patrons,
It gives me great pleasure to introduce this first half-yearly newsletter from the Wildlife Conservation Trust. As an
organisation, WCT has grown by leaps and bounds, expanding our reach to over 160 protected areas in 23 states.
Our on-ground efforts towards securing India’s wildlife and forests has pivoted WCT to the position of one of the
premier conservation organisations of the country. As we grow, it is imperative that we evolve with the times and
this newsletter is one of the many small steps in that direction. We have reinforced our Public Relations and
Communications outreach with an objective to bring to fore the good work that we do and at the same time create
lasting relationships with existing and new partners.
While the on-ground work executed by WCT is notable, there is intense behind-the-scenes work which forms the
core of WCT’s day-to-day functioning.
Amongst the most impactful outcomes over the last six months has been the release of a white paper titled “A
Policy Framework for Connectivity Conservation and Smart Green Linear Infrastructure Development in the Central
Indian and Eastern Ghats Tiger Landscape.” This paper, that covers eight Central Indian states, provides
policymakers with a win-win solution for development and wildlife conservation. The paper has been well received
by the ministries and we are in the process of getting an endorsement from the National Tiger Conservation
Authority (NTCA). The paper has also been couriered to you a few months ago, however, you could visit our portal
www.connectivityconservationindia.org to download an e-version of the same. Similar white papers on the
highly biodiverse Western Ghats and Northeast India are being prepared and will be out soon.
These six months have seen an emphasis on restructuring processes and policies to further fine-tune the
functioning of the organisation. Regular monitoring of the progress made by each department is being carried out
based on the Project Implementation Plans (PIPs) submitted by them at the start of the financial year. With the
expansion of WCT’s direct interventions, it is a trapeze walk to balance the expansion and the ever-increasing
budgets. WCT is taking firm steps to plan for its future sustainability. I take this opportunity to thank the trustees
and the board for their support, meaningful insights and feedback.

Cheers!
Best wishes,

Anish Andheria
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WCT's Flagship Project - Village Social Transformation Programme
Project objective: Create a model of rural development which is holistic and incorporates local ecosystems.
Maharashtra Village Social Transformation Foundation’s (VSTF’s) mission is to transform least developed villages
into model ones through a convergence of development efforts between the government, NGOs, and corporate
partners, so as to make these villages self-sustainable.
This will be achieved through mitigating ever-increasing human-wildlife conflict with respect to crop damage and
attacks on humans and livestock, ensuring water security, improving the quality of education and health, and
providing livelihood opportunities for local communities.
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Field station established in Sindewahi.
WCT team attended a training programme
in Pune on the methodologies to implement
the project.
A workshop was organised for the CM
fellows detailing to them the role of WCT in
the project.
Field equipment and alert systems
underwent field trials.
Baseline survey for 2098 households across
49 villages completed. Preliminary report
indicating economic parameters completed.
Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) in 10 VSTF
villages to understand ground realities
associated with firewood consumption and
human-wildlife conflict. The draft paper
on ‘firewood demand’ using economic
and psychological parameters is ready.
Econometric analysis of LPG adoption is
under process.
Analysis of qualitative data using Grounded
Theory Analysis for Greater Tadoba
landscape and a rehabilitated village in
Navegaon has been completed.

H1 Highlights:
Large carnivore monitoring
towards All India Tiger Estimation

Camera trapping executed in over 5840 sq. kms.

Mitigating wildlife mortality along
linear infrastructure passing
through Protected Areas

White paper on connectivity conservation and smart green
linear infrastructure submitted to ministries.

Forest guards motivation survey

White paper on the motivation of forest guards submitted
to the Maharashtra government.

Law enforcement monitoring in
tiger reserves

14 lakh kilometres of patrolling efforts recorded
and analysed.

Preventing the spread of livestock
diseases to wild animals

Livestock examination for Foot and Mouth Disease carried
out in 29 villages around Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve.

Health check-ups for forest staff

Forest staff of Sahyadri Tiger Reserve tested for noncommunicable diseases. Report submitted.

Strengthening education
interventions

Sukhtara and Dhawalapur Cluster
Resource Centres launched.

Community empowerment and
self-sustainability

Two grain banks initiated in the
Greater Tadoba Landscape.
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Conservation Research
Large Carnivore Monitoring Programme:
Extensive camera trapping exercises were implemented throughout the Central Indian Landscape.
 Sorting of data for the ‘All India Tiger Estimation’ exercise was completed for both Maharashtra and
Madhya Pradesh. WCT team executed camera trapping in 5840 square kilometres of forested area during
this exercise.
Exercises reports submitted to authorities.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Road Ecology
 RoadKills, the WCT citizen science campaign generated over 1000 data points.
 Roadkill hotspots (areas with high occurrence of roadkills) identified along NH-7 and Chandrapur-Mul road.
 As a result of successful meetings with the Public Works Department (PWD) and two site visits, WCT's
suggestions on mitigation measures along a proposed highway in the Vidharbha region have been taken up
with Detailed Project Report (DPR) development by the PWD.
 A research proposal on linear ecology in Melghat Tiger Reserve was submitted, following which the permit
for field work has been granted.
 A policy paper titled ‘A Policy Framework for Connectivity Conservation and Smart Green
Linear Infrastructure Development in the Central Indian and Eastern Ghats Tiger Landscape’ was
released and shared with all stakeholders.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Wildlife Law Enforcement Training
As a part of the on-going effort to strengthen the protection mechanism in Protected Areas, WCT executed a
number of training sessions on wildlife law enforcement for new recruits of the forest departments of
Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh.
Training Locations
Chikaldara Forest Training Institute, Maharashtra
Balaghat Forest Rangers Training School, Madhya Pradesh
Shivpuri Forest Training Institute, Madhya Pradesh
Betul Forest Training Institute, Madhya Pradesh
Shahpur Forest Training Institute, Maharashtra
Madhya Forest Training Institute
Madhya Pradesh Division
Total number of officers trained
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Officers Trained
43
68
102
55
106
153
55
582
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Conservation Behaviour
Extensive research and analysis executed on two projects:




1. Income expenditure survey in Kanhargaon:
• Submitted a paper titled "Forest Development Corporations in India - A contemporary perspective on a
Colonial Institution.” The paper is currently under review.
• An empirical paper on FDCM employment currently under process.
• Kanhargaon Economic Dependency and Tourism Feasibility Report completed.
• Analysis of qualitative data using Grounded Theory from completed.
2. Forest guards motivation survey:
• White paper titled ‘Finding Forest within Forest Guards: Implicit Connections with the Work Environment’
submitted for Maharashtra.
• Analysis of the survey of Madhya Pradesh forest guards is underway.
• Qualitative data analysis of long form interviews with guards and villagers using Grounded Theory Approach
currently in progress.

_________________________________________________________________________

Law Enforcement Monitoring
1. Over 15 lakh km. of patrol efforts recorded, compiled, analysed and reported in seven Protected Areas: Bor,
Melghat, Navegaon-Nagzira, Pench (Maharashtra & Madhya Pradesh) and Satpura Tiger Reserves (TR) and
Umred-Paoni-Karhandla Wildlife Sanctuary.
2. MSTrIPES implementation commenced in Satpura. Refresher training conducted for over 200 guards. Refresher
training also conducted in Pench (Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh), Bor, Navegaon Nagzira and Umred-PaoniKarhandla for all beat guards, round officers and range forest officers.
3. Notable interpretations from data analysed are:
• Patrols are generally undertaken between 7 am to 5 pm.
• Time spent on patrolling ranges from 2 hr to 7 hr.
• The number of direct sightings recorded is more than indirect observations.
• Human activities and wildlife mortalities/injuries are recorded on an ad hoc basis. The respective field
directors have been informed about the shortcomings and steps are being taken to improve efficiency on a
continuous basis.
4. Four days refresher training conducted for Satpura Tiger Reserve on the basics of MSTrIPES, GPS and
MSTrIPES site specific data entry forms, which was attended by over 120 staff. Trainings of the range level data
entry operators of Satpura TR was arranged at Sohagpur; all operators attended the training. This trainings will
help the operators in data collection from the TR staff and providing it to WCT for further compilation and analysis.
5. MSTrIPES meetings were conducted on a regular basis with the Field Directors and their staff, to ensure
smooth MSTrIPES implementation.
6. Three MSTrIPES offices and accommodation facilities set up in Satpura TR.
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Human-Wildlife Interface Management
1. Assisted Madhya Pradesh Forest Department and Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve rescue team to:
 Capture two tigers involved in human casualties.
 Capture one tiger for collaring in Nauradehi Wildlife Sanctuary.
2. Onsite training imparted to the field staff of Nauradehi Wildlife Sanctuary on VHF tracking techniques.
3. Established a field station in Vikatganj in Umaria to strengthen efforts towards the survey of livestock in the
buffer areas of Bandhavgarh for Foot and Mouth disease.
 Livestock examination in 29 villages (1568 households) completed.
4. WCT veterinarians assisted in the post mortem analysis of:
 One Tiger in Satpura Tiger Reserve
 One Leopard in Ratapani Wildlife Sanctuary
 Two Gaurs in Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve

_________________________________________________________________________

Health
Caring For Conservators:
Seventy percent of the total (483) forest staff tested for non-communicable diseases in Sahyadri Tiger Reserve.
Preliminary findings submitted to the Forest Department. A follow-up telephonic survey is underway.
Draft paper on non-communicable disease factors submitted and under review.
Notable inferences:
Risk factors

%

Staff Composition

Abnormal lipids

65.7

Raised cholesterol

39.9

8% Female

Low HDL

37.2

55%Temporary

Raised blood sugar

30.5

Raised triglycerides

25.5

Chew tobacco

47.5

Raised BP and/or history of hypertension

41.1

Central obesity

31.4

Use alcohol

29.2

Overweight

25.4
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92% Male

60% below 40 years

Trauma Management Training:






Five Trauma Management training sessions carried out involving 136 forest staff in Pench (Madhya Pradesh),
Ranthambhore and Sariska Tiger Reserves. With this, 31 trauma training sessions have been
implemented covering 1110 rangers across the Central Indian Landscape.
The largest ‘Health Needs Assessment’ survey in the world is underway. The expected outcome of the
survey is to influence policy, thereby improving the health facilities for the frontline forest staff across the
country.
An internal review of the first draft of the preliminary report of the programme covering more than 1000 forest
staff across 14 PAs is in progress.

__________________________________________________________________________________

WCT’s Support to Frontline Forest Staff
WCT supplemented and strengthened the protection mechanisms across the following forest areas through
needful donations:
• Balaghat Division, Madhya Pradesh, by equipping forest guards with fire-retardant dress, shoes, thermal
jackets, water bottles and gumboots.
• Bhimgad Wildlife Sanctuary, Karnataka, by donating one Bolero Camper 4WD vehicle to improve the mobility
of the forest staff.
• BRT Tiger Reserve, Karnataka, by making donation towards purchase of uniforms for forest staff.
• Kashmir Wildlife Region by providing forest staff with basic amenities like flasks, motor bikes, snow goggles,
tents and tiffin boxes to improve their living conditions.
• Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve and Pune Wildlife Division by providing essential equipment like thermal jackets
and rain suits for their forest staff.
• Satpura Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh, by providing forest staff basic amenities like backpacks,
carabiners, cotton ropes with pulleys, gloves, groundsheets, gumboots, shoes, sleeping units, tarpaulin
sheets, tents, thermal jackets, trekking pants, water bottles and rain suits.
• Bhadravati Forest Division, Karnataka, by making donation towards purchase of uniforms for forest staff.
• Mudumalai Tiger Reserve, Karnataka, by donating two Bolero Camper 4WD vehicles to improve the mobility
of the forest staff and various basic amenities like cupboards with mirror, water bottles and back packs.
• Pune Wildlife Division by making donation towards purchase of raincoats for the forest staff.
• Shergaon Forest Division by making donation towards purchase of basic amenities like backpacks, wooden
beds and foldable beds, mattresses, blankets, utensils for camp, plastic tables and chairs, water filters,
cupboards with lockers.
• Satpura Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh, by providing the forest staff amenities like rain suits, gumboots,
tents, and tiger cage.
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WCT Small Grants
1. First phase 2018-19: The four shortlisted projects got underway. Subjects of research in this phase are:
 The viability of medicinal plants as alternative crops in buffer areas.
 Assessment of landscape for possible notification as a reserve forest to protect the giant grizzled squirrel.
 Evaluation of the population of the humphead wrasse in the Gulf of Mannar.
 Using technology to conserve elephants in Assam.
2. Research completed: A few researchers from the first phase (2017-18) of WCT Small Grants completed and
submitted their analysis on the below-mentioned studies:





King cobras of the Western Himalayas: Nest ecology & conservation.
Conservation status survey of smooth-coated otters in the Krishna river delta of Andhra Pradesh.
Assessing patterns of livestock loss due to wolves in an arid human use landscape of north Karnataka.
Evaluating the efficacy of human-elephant conflict mitigation strategies in reducing negative interactions
in reducing negative interactions in a biodiversity hotspot.

GRIZZLED GIANT SQUIRREL
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Education

Catalysing
education in
nine tiger
reserves

WCT's
education
programme has
positively
touched the
lives of 82,000
children and
2000 teachers
in 598 schools

14 CRCs
refurbished and
revamped.
Strenghthened
effectiveness with
STEM (Science,
Technology,
Engneering &
Mathematics) labs

With WCT’s inputs, the Cluster Resource
Centre (CRC) based focus on education is
evolving into a role model for rural
education in WCT has been the catalyst in
developing and showcasing this
methodology as the most effective way of
translating and elevating grassroots level
interventions. This has translated and led
to the development of model education
centres that focus on training building of
teaching staff, facilitating non-formal
education, and setting up STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math)
laboratories.
WCT revamped and launched two CRCs
in the Greater Pench Landscape in
Suktara and Dhawlapur.

Impact Created:
Activity
Teacher capacity
Building
Community Connect

CRC-based STEM
support

School-based STEM
support

Non-formal education
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Ranthambhore

Teachers Trained

na

na

74

13

12

26

na
2

na
6

26
na

8
na

6
na

22
32

62
40

3

6

na

na

na

29

38

3

8

na

196

88

53

348

1516

2035

1350

1179

451

1410

7941

62

93

410

na

na

51

616

62

26

49

35

241

Material
distributed

na

113
Anganwadis

43
26
84 science 56 science
kits in
kits in
na
CRCs
CRCs

na

253

Non-formal
Education Classes

na

12

16

na

na

na

28

No. of children
taught

na

639

545

na

na

na

1184

Mothers/
Community
meetings
SMC meetings
Schools benefitted
Sessions
conducted
Number of
teachers
benefitted
STEM students
benefitted
On-site
visits/Topics
covered (MS)
Schools supported

Kanha

13

Satpura

PenchMH

Tiger Reserve:

Pench-MP
74

62

Tadoba
2

Total
212
51

Livelihoods
The emphasis has been to shift the focus from vocational training to sustainable livelihoods. In this direction,
WCT is witnessing positive results and acceptance from the communities in the landscape.

A. Community based alternative land use based systems:
Doni village
• Overhead water tank and pipeline constructed for the provision of safe drinking water.
• Bio-fencing with kitchen gardens in 34 households.
Phulzari village
• Solar defluoridation unit installed for the provision of safe drinking water.
B. Grain Banks:
Doni village
• Initiated with 34 households
Phulzari village:
• Initiated with 32 households
C. Safe drinking water:
• Detailed technical analysis of drinking water sources conducted in five villages with the help of
AFPRO.
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Communication and Outreach
The role of communications and outreach, particularly through digital platforms, cannot be overemphasised.
This principally holds true for an organisation like WCT, where being visible is crucial to our constant endeavor to
create advocacy amongst the masses and generate funds. Our communications platform is robust now with a
number of milestones achieved since its formation in the second quarter.

Regular contributory
articles

Website revamped and
refreshed

www.wctindia.org

Public engagement scaled
up through sustained and
arresting social media
postings

15

Material for internal
and external
communications
created and beefed up

Feature articles showcasing WCT’s work:
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Representations in knowledge sharing platforms:


As one of the four implementers of the AITE (All India Tiger Estimation) exercise, WCT participated in meetings
with the NTCA and the Madhya Pradesh Forest Department.



With an aim to guide policy makers, a paper titled 'A Policy framework for Connectivity Conservation and
Smart Green Linear Infrastructure in the Central India & Eastern Ghats Landscape' has been published.
 A WCT team participated in the Landscape Management workshop hosted by WWF-India and presented
the above mentioned policy paper besides emphasising the win-win solutions available.
 Presentation made to the Parliamentary Committee on Science and Technology, Forests and
Environment on ‘A Policy framework for Connectivity Conservation and Smart Green Linear Infrastructure
in the Central India & Eastern Ghats Landscape.’
Its larger implications for win-win solutions on connectivity conservation and development discussed.



Kashmir Visit to Interact with Frontline Forest Staff and Distribute Essential Items: In an unprecedented
intervention made by an NGO for the protection of wildlife in Kashmir, especially the highly endangered
Hangul deer and the Himalayan black bear, WCT donated over 20 different pieces of field equipment and
essential items including GPS, digital camera, all-weather tent, metal cot, cupboard, sleeping bag, winter
jacket, etc., to 26 Protected Areas covering the entire state of Kashmir. WCT President was invited to Srinagar to
address the frontline forest staff and participate in a ceremony to distribute the equipment and essential items
to the field staff.



Trip to Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve with DSP Clients: WCT President interacted with clients of DSP
Group with the sole purpose of introducing them to the ground reality of tiger conservation and the various
challenges faced by the forest department in protecting tiger habitats, which also double up as crucial
catchments for several rivers.



Interaction with CM’s Fellows: WCT President addressed a batch of 30 Chief Minister’s Fellows who have
joined the Maharashtra Village Social Transformation Programme to bring about convergence in villages
situated in remote, forested areas. The interrelationship between the health of the forest and that of the
communities was the focus of the discussion. He also took a separate session on mitigating human-wildlife
conflict in these villages.



Trip to Nagarahole Tiger Reserve with DSP Clients: WCT President interacted with clients of DSP Group
with the sole purpose of reiterating the interlinkages between tigers, elephants, forests, water and humans.
Several discussions on the challenges of protecting forested landscapes took place during this 2.5 day offsite. The participants were also introduced to the conservation approach adopted by WCT.



Cryptocurrency Workshop in Bangkok: WCT President was part of a think tank that is devising ways of
utilising Blockchain in monitoring and evaluating field projects carried out by conservation NGOs and
connecting this to ways of raising funds at a massive scale using the recent advances in information
technology. Participants from more than 15 countries participated in this two-day workshop.
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Multimodal Highway Meeting and Survey of Multimodal Corridors: Being part of the Executive
Committee of the State Board of Wildlife, WCT President was appointed on the sub-committee entrusted
with the responsibility of ensuring that mega-infrastructure projects such as the Multimodal Highway and
Samruddhi Expressway do not damage existing Protected Areas, their eco-sensitive zones and wildlife
corridors. Several meetings and site-visits have taken place since then, and the sub-committee has
suggested several mitigation measures to reduce the environmental impact of these projects.



Conservation Lab: WCT President was invited to Cape Town to talk about ‘Conservation learnings from
India that Africa can benefit from’, to the participants of the Conservation Lab, who are people largely
involved in conservation, research, or tourism, or all three, in Africa. At the end of the two-day event,
participants returned to their respective fields with fresh tactics, renewed energy, and a whole new network
of contacts to help overcome their individual conservation challenges and generate significant change.



State Board of Wildlife (Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh) Meetings: WCT President attended
several meetings in Nagpur and Bhopal respectively to deliberate upon requests from projects proponents to
divert forest land for development projects. WCT's field team was often deployed to do a ground-truthing
survey to understand the magnitude of disturbance that is likely to occur if the development project is
sanctioned. Submissions made by WCT have been regularly used by the SBWL committee to decide
the fate of the projects.



TulsiCon2018: WCT presented the findings from its health programmes at the international One Health
conference, held in London and organised by the Tulsi Foundation, UK. A wide range of topics were
discussed including conservation challenges, perceptions and working conditions of field rangers,
integration of health and conservation, empowering local communities, and lessons in psychological
function for rangers. WCT along with the Tulsi Foundation highlighted the threat of NCDs and acute
emergencies that forest staff face and the possible impact on the conservation of environment and wildlife.



Panel Discussion on Careers in Conservation: During the ‘Students Conference in Conservation
Science (SCCS) - 2018’ held in Bangalore, WCT Biologist Milind Pariwakam addressed a gathering of
students on the career prospects in conservation.

*********
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